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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider second order elliptic differential inequalities of the form 
Au 2 P(X) f(u), XERN, (1.1) 
where N> 2, A denotes the N-dimensional Laplacian, p(x) is a positive 
continuous function in RN, and f(u) is a positive continuous function 
which is defined either in R + = (0, co ) or R, and is superlinear at u = co in 
the sense to be specified below. One of the important problems for (1.1) 
which has been investigated for the past four decades by numerous authors 
is to establish criteria for the nonexistence of entire solutions of (l.l), that 
is, those C2-functions U: RN + dom f satisfying (1.1) at every point of RN; 
see, e.g., the papers [l, 3, 5-9, 11, 141. 
Our objective here is to develop new nonexistence criteria for (1.1) which 
extend some of the previous ones. In view of the fact that the case 
p(x) E const has been studied in full detail, we intend to obtain criteria so 
as to apply to the case in which p(x) is allowed to decay to zero 
as 1x1 + co. 
The main results of this paper are presented in Sections 2 and 3. In 
Section 2, inequality (1.1) is considered under the condition that f is 
convex and nonexistence criteria are derived through the analysis of an 
ordinary differential inequality satisfied by the spherical mean of a possible 
entire solution of (1.1). Section 3 concerns inequality (1.1) without the 
convexity of f and provides nonexistence criteria with the use of 
comparison method based on the maximum principle. 
It would be of interest to generalize the results of Sections 2 and 3 to the 
inequality 
Lu b P(X) f(u), XEIRN, (1.2) 
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where L denotes the elliptic operator 
In Section 4 we show that the method of Section 3 can be applied to yield 
nonexistence criteria for (1.2) provided f(u) is restricted to f(u) = u”, C-J > 1, 
or f(u) = e’. 
2. THE METHOD OF AVERAGING 
We consider inequality ( 1.1 ), 
Au a P(X) f(u), XEKP, (1.1) 
where p(x) is positive and continuous in RN, and f(u) satisfies the following 
conditions :
(A,) f: I-, R+ is convex, where I= [w + or R. When I= R + , the 
limit lim u _ +of(u) exists and is finite. 
(A,) J;” [F(z)] -i” dz < m, where 
I;(z) = j; f(s) & z E I. (2.1) 
Important special cases of such an f are, for example, u”, CJ > 1, eU, and 
u[log(l + U)]S, 6 > 2. 
We now define a continuous function G: I + R! + by 
G(a) = jm [F(z) -F(a)] -‘I* dz, a E I. (2.2) 
1 
The existence of G is guaranteed by our assumption (A*). This function G 
will be extensively used in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.1. (i) G is eventually nonincreasing. 
(ii) lim, _ o. G(a) = 0. 
Proof. Since the convexity of f(u) and the integral condition (A,) imply 
that f(u) is eventually nondecreasing and lim, _ m f(u) = co, the validity of 
(i) follows from the fact that G(a) can be rewritten as 
G(a) = jam (j: f(s + a) ds)-“’ du. (2.3) 
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Furthermore from the monotone convergence theorem it follows that 
which proves (ii). 
A simple computation shows that if f(u) = zP, B > 1, then 
=(GYl +4)@m’dp’,/Z 
r(a/l + a) > 
and that if f(u) = 8, then 
G(a) = nepa”. 
Our first nonexistence result concerns the case N> 3 and generalizes 
[I, Theorem 2.11. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let N> 3 and suppose that (A,) and (A2) hold. Suppose 
moreover that there exist a constant m > 1 and a nonincreasing continuous 
function p*: [0, m) -+ R, such that 
P(X)> P*(l-xl), XERN, (2.4) 
s 5 sp,(s) ds = CXI, 0 
and 
lim?fG(cP,(r)) !“‘“r[pl(s)]‘i2ds)~‘=0 for all c > 0, (2.6) 
r 
where 1.1 denotes the Euclidean length and 
P*(r)=/~s[l-(~)N~‘~p*(s)ds, r>O. (2.7) 
(i) I” domf=R+, then inequality ( 1 .l ) has no positive entire 
solutions. 
(ii) Zf dom f = R, then inequality (1. I ) has no entire solutions. 
Proof: We present the proof of (i) only, because (ii) can be treated 
similarly. Suppose to the contrary that inequality (1.1) with dom f= [w + 
409 Ih4 1-s 
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admits a positive entire solution u(x). Let ii(r) denote the mean value of 
u(x) over the sphere (xl = Y, that is, 
1 
U(r) = ___ 
WNYN-’ I 4x1 dX 
rao, 
1x1 =r 
where wN is the area of the unit sphere in RN. Then by taking the mean 
value of inequality ( 1.1) over 1x1 = r, and using (2.4) and Jensen’s inequality, 
we see that U(r) satisfies 
(r N~‘U’(r))‘~rN--lp*(r)f(ii(r)), r > 0. (2.8) 
Since ii’(O) = 0, the above inequality implies that U’(r) z 0, r 2 0. Integrating 
(2.8) twice over [0, r], we have 
Since inf, a 0 f( U(s)) > 0, the re is a constant C, > 0 such that 
Q(r) 2 C, p,(r), r 3 0, 
where P,(r) is defined by (2.7). From this inequality and (2.5) it follows 
that C(r) tends monotonically to infinity as r -+ 00, so that there is an 
R0 > 0 such that f(u) is nondecreasing in [ Ci P, (R,), cc ). 
Integrating inequality (2.8) twice over [R, r], R >/ R,, we see that 
2 W’,(R)+& j~~~l-(f)N--2]p,(i)f(u(s))dr, r>RBR,. 
(2.9) 
Using the simple inequality 
~[1-(I)‘~‘]>~(r-,y) for R<s<rdmR, 
in (2.9), we obtain 
c(r) 2 CIP,(R) + C2jr(r-3) p*(s)f(G)) ds, R<r<mR, (2.10) 
R 
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for some constant Cz = C,(m, N) > 0 independent of R. Now let us define 
u(r), R <r<mR, by the right hand side of (2.10). Then u(r) satisfies 
v(R) = C, f’,(R), 
u’(r) = c, s r p*(s)f(U(s)) ds 30 R 
and 
v”(r) =c, p*(r)f(4r)) 3 c2 P* (r) f(v(r)) (2.11) 
for R d r d mR. Multiplying (2.11) by U’(T) 3 0 and integrating the resulting 
inequality on [R, r], we see that 
for R < r d mR, which implies 
y’(r)CF‘(~(r))-F(C,P,(r))l~“~3 C,[p,(r)]“2 (2.12) 
for R,<r <mR, where C, = (2C2)‘j2 >O. Finally, an integration of (2.12) 
over [R, mR] yields 
G(C, P,(R)) > iU’““’ [F(z)-F(C,P,(R))]-“‘dz 
CIP*(R) 
s mR 3 c, b,(s)1 1’2 6 RbR,, R 
which contradicts (2.6). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let N 2 3. In addition to (A,) and (A,) suppose that 
lim inf 1x1’ p(x) > 0. 
Ix/ - cc 
(2.13) 
(i) rf domf=R+, then inequality (1.1) has no positive entire 
solutions. 
(ii) Zf dom f = 52, then inequality ( 1.1) has no entire solutions. 
ProojY Put 
p,(r)=C(r+ 1). 2, r 2 0, 
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where C > 0 is a constant. Because of (2.13), C > 0 can be chosen so that 
p* satisfies (2.4). Clearly p* satisfies (2.5). Since 
5 mr [p*(s)]‘~2ds3C1i210gm>0 for m> 1, r> 1, I 
condition (2.6) is satisfied. The conclusion then follows immediately from 
Theorem 2.1. 
The next example shows that the condition (2.13) on p(x) is in some 
cases critical. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let N 2 3. Consider the equation 
Au = c(x) f(u), XERN, (2.14) 
where c is positive and continuous in RN and f satisfies conditions (A I ) 
and (A,) with dom f = [w + . Theorem 2.1 implies that if 
lim inf 1x1 2c(x) > 0, 
I~l+x 
then Eq. (2.14) has no positive entire solutions. On the other hand, it is 
easily verified that if f( + 0) = 0 and c(x) is locally Holder continuous in RN 
and satisfies 
lim sup [XI*+’ c(x) < cc 
1~1’2 
for some E > 0, then Eq. (2.14) has a positive entire solution which tends to 
a positive constant as Ix/ + cc (see, for example, [ 71). 
A nonexistence result for the case N= 2 now follows. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let N=2 and suppose that (A,) and (A2) hold. Suppose 
moreover that there exists a continuous function p*: [0, 00) -+ R, and 
r0 > 0 satisfying 
P(X)3 P*(l-d), XER2, (2.15) 
r*p,(r) is nonincreasing for r > rO, (2.16) 
and either 
[~.Js)]“~ ds= 00, (2.17) 
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or 
liminfG(cP,(r))(j‘ [p,(~)]~~‘ds)~~~<fi forall c>O, (2.18) 
r-3c i- 
where 
P,(r) = jr s log 
0 
5 . p.+(s) do, r 3 0. 
0 
(i) Zf domf=R+, then inequality (1.1) has no positive entire 
solutions. 
(ii) If dom f = [w, then inequality (1.1) has no entire solutions. 
Proof: We consider the case dom f = R + . Suppose to the contrary that 
there is a positive entire solution U(X) of (1.1). Let U(r) be the mean value 
of U(X) over the circle 1x1 = r, r 3 0. Then C(r) satisfies inequality (2.8) (with 
N= 2) as well as the initial condition z?‘(O) = 0, and as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, it can be shown that 
ii(r) 2 CP, (r), r > 0, (2.19) 
for some C > 0. We now multiply (2.8) (N= 2) by 24(r) 3 0, rewrite the 
resulting inequality as 
C(r~‘(r))‘l’ 2 2r2p,(r)CF(4r))l’, r 2 0, 
and integrate the above over [R, r], R > rO. Then, using (2.16), we have 
(K’(r))‘- (Rzi’(R))’ 2 2r*p,(r)[F(ti(r)) - F(ti(R))] (2.20) 
for r 3 R 3 rO, whence it follows that 
iZ(r)[F(E(r))-F(11(R))]-‘/‘a$ [p,(r)]“’ 
for r > R B rO. An integration of this inequality over [R, co) yields 
G(4R)) 3 4 j= C~,(s)l”~ & RZr,. (2.21) 
R 
This implies s; [p,(s)]“* a’s < co, which contradicts (2.17). Since G is 
eventually nonincreasing by (i) of Lemma 2.1, from (2.19) and (2.21) we 
see that 
We,) 3 ,/5 /,” Cp,(.N”’ ds 
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for sufficiently large R, which contradicts (2.18). This completes the proof 
of the first statement. The second statement can be proved similarly. 
The following theorem shows that the nonexistence criterion of 
Theorem 2.2 can be somewhat strengthened if the function f(u) is required 
to satisfy the superlinear condition 
(A;) 17 [F(z)] Pi’2 ds < n3 for some 1. E (0, l), 
which is stronger than (AZ). In this case we use, instead of G, the function 
Gj. defined by 
G,(R) = j- [F(z) -F(a)] -“* dz, a E I. 
1 
THEOREM 2.3. Let N= 2 and suppose that (A,) and (A;) hold. Suppose 
moreover that there exist a continuous function p* : [0, co) -+ [w + and r0 > 0 
satisfying 
p(x) b P*(lXl), XER2, (2.22) 




~s(‘-~)[p&)]~‘~ds= 00, (2.24) 
1 
or 
lim inf G,(cP,(r)) 
-(I--1) 
r-m 
jr sp,(s) f(cP,(s)) ds 
0 > 
s-(‘-j.)[p*(s)]j./2ds for all c>O. (2.25) 
(i) If domf=R+, then inequality (1.1) has no positive entire 
solutions. 
(ii) Zf dom f = iw, then inequality (1.1) has no entire solutions. 
Remark 2.1. Under the condition (2.23) for some r. > 0, (2.17) implies 
(2.24). 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Suppose to the contrary that there is an entire 
solution u: RN + dom f of (1.1). The mean value U(r) of u(x) over the 
circle 1x1 = r, r 20, satisfies (2.8) (with N= 2) and (2.19). In particular, 
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U(r) + cc as r + a3, so that there exists an R, > r0 such that (2.20) holds 
for r > R 3 R,,. It is easy to derive the following inequality from (2.20): 
(ii'(r))'> C1(Ru'(R))2('~~)r~2('~ " [p,(r)]" [F(t-i(r))-F@(R))]' 
(2.26) 
for r 3 R 3 R,,, where C, = C,(n) > 0 is some constant. On the other hand, 
integrating (2.8) (N=2) and using (2.19), we find 
WR)Z~~ w,(s)f($s)) ds>jx sp,(s)f(c&.(s)) ds RI RI 
for R > R,, where R, 2 R, is sufficiently large. Combining this fact with 
(2.26), we have 




3 c, ~P*(~MC~*(4) ds r-(’ p”‘[p,(r)]‘12 (2.27) 
RI 
for r > R 2 R, and some constant C, > 0. An integration of (2.27) over 
[R, co) then gives 
Gj.(i(R))> C2 JR sp*(s)f(CB,(~)) do)‘-’ (j” s--(~~~‘[P*(s)]~‘~ &) 
RI R 
(2.28) 
for R > R,, which implies in particular that f;” SK(I-“)[p,(s)]“” ds < co. 
This contradicts (2.24). Since Gi, is shown to be eventually nonincreasing, 
as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, from (2.28) and (2.19) we have 
G,(C&JR))BC, ~~~~*(~)/(C~,(~))d~)'~i(i‘s-"-"'[p,(~)]"~ds 
( R > 
for large R. But this contradicts (2.25). This completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let N=2 and suppose that (A,) and (A;) hold. If 
yxy+i$ I.4 2 (log l-4 1” 14x)> 0 for some c( E [0, 2/n] (2.29) 
then, as is easily verified, there is a continuous function p* : [0, co) -+ R + 
such that (2.22), (2.23) and (2.24) are satisfied, so that Theorem 2.3 
implies that (1.1) has no entire solutions U: RN -+ dom f: Since (A;) implies 
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(A,), one can also apply Theorem 2.2 to conclude that the nonexistence of 
entire solutions U: RN + dom f of (1 .l) is guaranteed if 
lhm4itrf 1x(* (log 1x1)” p(x) > 0 for some c( E [IO, 21. (2.30) 
Obviously, (2.29) is better that (2.30). 
Remark 2.2. We can reduce (2.25) to the weaker form 
(1’ r 
I ~ i 
lim inf v*(s) f(c log $1 ds r-cc 1 > 
-0 
72 
s-(I-‘.)[p,(s)]“‘* ds >0 
> 
for all c > 0. 
r 
This follows. from the fact that lim,, 2 G,(N) = 0, which can be easily 
proved, and 
lim inf P, (r)/log r > 0. 
r-02 
Obviously, this condition automatically implies 
5 
cc 
r(max p(x))f(c log r) dr = cc for all c > 0. 




r(max p(x))f(c log r) dr < cc for some c > 0, 
1 1.x = r 
and suitable additional conditions on f hold, then inequality (1.1) admits 
entire solutions having logarithmic growth at infinity (see [ 11). 
3. THE COMPARISON METHOD 
The purpose of this section is to show that criteria for the nonexistence 
of entire solutions of (1.1) can also be obtained by means of a comparison 
method based on the maximum principle. 
Throughout this section we assume that p(x) is positive and continuous 
in RN and f(u) satisfies the following conditions. 
(B,) f: I+ R + is locally Lipschitzian and strictly increasing, where 
Z=R+ or R. 
(B,) jp [F(z)] -1’2 dz < 00, F(z) = j;f(s) ds. 
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(B3) In case I= R,, we assume additionally that 
s ,:, [F(z)] -1’2 dz= co. 
Under the above conditions the function G defined by (2.2) is strictly 
decreasing on I= dom f and satisfies lim, +O+ G(a) = co if dom f = [w + 
and lim a-r -50 G(a) = cc if dom f = R. Clearly, the inverse function GP ’ of 
G exists and is strictly decreasing on R + . We use the notation H = G - ‘, in 
terms of which the nonexistence theorems to follow are formulated. 
First, we prove a lemma on which the proofs of our nonexistence theorems 
are based. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let k and R be positive constants. If u is a C2-function 
satisfying the inequality 
du>kf(u) in Ix-.x’/ 6R, 
then 
u(,.,.H([$]“* R). (3.1) 
Proof: It is not hard to construct a C*-function w which depends only 
on Ix - x0 1 and satisfies 
dw=kf(w)in lx-x”I <R, w(x)-+00 as lx-x”j +R. (3.2) 
(See, e.g., [S, 131; note that condition (B3) is essentially used here in case 
domf= R, .) It can be shown that 
u(x) 6 w(x) in lx-x0( <R. (3.3) 
In fact, if (3.3) fails to hold, then, since u(x) - w(x) -+ ---GO as lx-x01 + R, 
there exists a point x*, Ix* -x01 <R, at which u(x)- w(x) takes the 
positive (absolute) maximum in Ix - x01 < R. Since f (u) is strictly increasing, 
we then have 
0 a d(u - w)(x*) a kCf(u(x*)) -f(w(x*))l > 0, 
which is a contradiction. Thus we must have (3.3) which implies in 
particular, 
u( x0) < w( x0). (3.4) 
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Let E be an arbitrary constant such that O< s<min(l, R) and let u(r) 
be a C2-function which satisfies 
u”(r) = ((1 -&l/N W(u(r)) for O<r<R-E, 
o’(0) = 0 and u(r) + cc as r -+ R- E. 
(3.5) 
The existence of u is a consequence of a simple quadrature (and condition 
(B3) if dom f= Iw +). We claim that 
w(x”) < u(0). (3.6) 
If w(x”) > u(O), then applying a result of Walter and Rhee [15, Lemma l] 
to (3.2) and (3.5), we have 
w(x)>u(Ix-x”I) for O<~X-x’)<R-E, 
which implies w(x) + co as Ix - x01 --) R-E. But this is a contradiction 
since w is defined for Ix -x0\ < R, and proves the truth of (3.6). From (3.4) 
and (3.6) we see that 
24(x0) < u(0). 
Combining this inequality with the fact that 
G(u(0)) E j-i, [F(z) - F(u(O))] -I” dz = [ 2k(;-E’]1’2 (R-E), 
which is easy to verify, we conclude that 
Letting E + 0 in the above, we obtain (3.1) as desired. This completes the 
proof. 
Our main results below are formulated in terms of the functions p.+, 
m E C[O, cg ) saisfying 
min p(x)> p*(r)>O, rB0; (3.7) IX = r 
r,2 <:,‘y 3r,2 p(x) 2 m(r) > 0, r 2 0. (3.8) . . 
THEOREM 3.1. Let N2 3. Suppose that (B,) and (B,) hold. 
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(i) Let dom f = R, and suppose moreover that (B3) holds. If 
Ii~~~H(r[~]“2)(/n~s[I-(f)R~2]p.+(s)ds)~1=0, (3.9) 
then inequality (1.1) has no positive entire solutions. 
(ii) Let dom f = [w. Zf 
s 
00 





then inequality (1.1) has no entire solutions. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let N = 2. Suppose that (B,) and (B2) hold. 
(i) Let dom f = R, and suppose moreover that (B,) holds. If 
then inequality (1.1) has no positive entire solutions. 
(ii) Let domf= R. rf 
then inequality (1.1) has no entire solutions. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose to the contrary that we have an entire 
solution u: RN -+ dom j First we show that the following estimate holds: 
U(x)+ [my]“*), xzo. (3.12 
Let x0 # 0 be fixed arbitrarily and put r = lx01 > 0. By the definition of m(r 
and inequality ( 1 .l ), u satisfies 
Au>m(r)f(u), lx-x01 <r/2. 
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Therefore, Lemma 3.1 asserts that 
which proves (3.12). 
Now, we adapt the device employed by Redheffer [121 to obtain Liouville 
type theorems. Since u is not identically any constant, the function 
U(r) G max,,, =r u(x), r > 0, is strictly increasing. Put 
Then it is easy to see that 
u(r) > 0, 
and 
u’(r) > 0, r>O, 
Mxl)= 3P*(Ixo<P(x)> XEIW. 
Choose r. > 0 arbitrarily and fix it. 
(i) Let dom f= IR, . We note that 
0) 
‘,‘y’:fu(lxl)=o (3.14) 
by (3.9) and (3.12). Since u(x) >O on Ix/ = r. and au/&>0 for some x, 
I-4 = ro, where v denotes the outward normal vector to the sphere, there is 
a sufftciently small 6 > 0 such that 
and 
u(x)-ih(IxI)>O on 1x1 =ro 
fpww))z0 for some x, 1x1 = ro. 
On the other hand, in view of (3.14) we see that 
It follows that U(X) - 6u( 1x1) takes a local positive maximum at an interior 
point x* of the region 1x1 >ro. We may suppose moreover that 
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u(x*) 3 U(r,). Let us now choose 6 ~-0 so that S <f(U(r,)), which is 
possible since 6 can be made as small as possible. Then we have 
du(x*) < 6 du( lx*) ) < 6p(x$) 
~P(x*)f(U(r,))dP(“*)f(u(x*)), 
which contradicts the assumption that u is a solution of (1.1). 
(ii) Let domf= R. Note that (3.10) implies that u(v) -+ cc and that 
by (3.11) and (3.12). Then, since 
fnm+irrf (u(x) - 6v( Ix/ )) = lnm4mf v( (xl ) ($$-6)= --a3 
for any 6 > 0, we can find a 6 > 0 sufficiently small such that the function 
u(x)-&(lxl) attains a local maximum at an interior point of 1x1 > Ye. 
From this point on we proceed exactly as in the proof of (i) to reach the 
desired contradiction. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete. 
To prove Theorem 3.2 it suffices to repeat essentially the same argument 
as above by replacing the function (3.13) by 
. P,(S) 4 r 2 0. 
The observation that U(Y) -+ cc as r -+ so will be useful. 
The next corollary, which can be regarded as a variant of Corollary 2.1, 
is a simple consequence of Theorem 3.1 and the decreasing nature of H. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let N 2 3. Suppose that (B,) and (B,) hold, and that 
yYm+irrf 1x1 2p(x) > 0. (2.13) 
(i) If dom f = [w + and ( B3) holds, then inequality ( 1.1) has no 
positive entire solutions. 
(ii) Zf dom f = R, then inequality (1.1) has no entire solutions. 
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4. GENERALIZATIONS 
It is natural to ask if the results of the preceding sections can be extended 
to more general inequalities of the form Lu b p(x) f(u), x E IW”‘, where L is 
the elliptic operator defined by 
Since the problem in this general setting seems to be difficult, we restrict 
our attention to the particular cases that f(u) = u”, c > 1, and f(u) = e“, 
that is, to the inequalities 
and 
Lu 2 p(x)u", XERN, a> 1, (4.1) 
Lu 2 p(x)e", XERN, (4.2) 
and show that the comparison method employed in Section 3 may be 
applied to derive criteria for the nonexistence of entire solutions of these 
inequalities. For related results we refer to the papers [4, 6, 10, 12, 141. 
It is assumed that N > 2, aV, bj, and p are continuous in RN, 1 Q i, j < N, 
p(x) > 0 in RN and the matrix (a,(x)) is symmetric and positive definite for 
XERN. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let p0 and R be positive constants and let x0 = (xp) E IWN. 
(i) rf a positive C2-function u satisfies the inequality 
Lu 2 POU”, lx-x01 6 R, 
then we have 
4P (3 
I/(a- 1) 
u(xO)Q - R-@, 
PO 
where p = 2/((r - 1 ), and T = T(x’, R) > 0 is a constant such that 
Tb sup ,x~xO,~R :,‘II:o’,! c ~ii(x)(xi-xP)Cxj-x,"), 
I., I 
T’ ,xJiyGR .$, (Q,,(X) +biCX)CXi-xp)), x = (Xi). 
I 
(4.3) 
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(ii) If a C2-jiinction u satisfies the inequality 
Lu > Poe’, Ix-x01 6 R, 
then we have 




a,-(x)(x, - x:)(x,- xp), 
T> sup f (a,,(x) + hi(x)(xi- xp)), 
l*-.YOl SR i= ] 
x = (Xi). 
Proof: (i) Put 
v(x) = k(R’ - r’)-l’, 
where k = (4pTR2/po)“‘“~ ” and r = Jx -x01. Then it can be shown that 
Lv<p,v”, lx-x’/ <R, v-+co asix-x01-R. 
In fact, it is clear that v -+ cc as r + R, and the first inequality follows from 
the computation 
Lu(x)=(R2-r2)p”+2 4kp(p+ 1) c 
[ 
a, (x)(x, - x:)(x, - x,“) 
i/=1 
+ 2kp(R* - r2) 5 (a,,(x) + bi(x)(xj- x7)) 
i=l 1 
6 4kpTR2(R2 - r2)-@-’ = po[u(x)]“, Ix-x01 <R. 
Applying the argument used in the proof of the first part of Lemma 3.1 
(with L replacing A), we see that 
4x1 <u(x), lx-x0/ <R, 
which gives (4.3) for x = x0, 
(ii) This estimate is proved in [14, Lemma 21. 
In order to state our main results let us introduce some notation. Recall 
that P*, m E C[O, co) are defined by (3.7) and (3.8) respectively. Moreover 
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for a fixed r,, > 0, T, ?‘, D, q E C[r,, co ) are defined to be the functions 
which fulfill for r 3 r,, 
T(r)2 ,s;:. lx-y12,,i=, ” zL!ik!J f a (y)(x,-y,)(x,-yj), IT- vl<r/2 
T(r) 3 2 f a--(y)(x,-y,)(xi-y,), ,:z, l-\:-Y12i,j=, ” 
I1 - )‘I < r/2 
P(X) 0 < q(r) 6 min - 
Ix.I=r A(x) 
where x = (x,), y = (y,), and ,4(x) is given by 
A(x)= 1x1 -2 f a,(x)x,x,, 1x1 Z ro. 
i.,=l 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf 
where 
r3ro, 
then inequality (4.1) has no positive entire solutions. 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf 
(4.5) 
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and 
where K(r) is defined by (4.5), then inequality (4.2) has no entire solutions. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Suppose to the contrary that there is a positive 
entire solution u(x) of inequality (4.1). We first show that the estimate 
(4.6) 
holds, where C= C(a) > 0 is independent of X. Let x0, lx01 = r 3 ro, be 
fixed arbitrarily. Then by (4.1) and the definition of m(r), we have 
Lu 3 m(r)zP, lx-x0( <r/2. 
Therefore, from Lemma 4.1 (i) and the definition of T(r) it follows that 
which shows the validity of (4.6). 
Next we introduce a comparison function u(r), r 2 ro, defined by 
Then it is easily verified that 
L4l-4) < P(X)? I4 2 ro. 
Actually, using the definitions of D(r) and q(r) and the fact that o’(r) 2 0, 
r>r,, we obtain 
409/164/1-6 
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From the above observation and our hypothesis (4.4) we find 
4x) 
‘ty+!tf v(lxl) = O. 
Then, proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can prove the existence 
of a constant 6 > 0 such that the function U(X) - 6u( 1x1) takes a maximum 
at some point x*, Ix*1 > rO, which immediately leads to a contradiction. 
This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. A crucial step is to show that an entire solution 
u of (4.2), if any, is subjected to the estimate 
The second part of Lemma 4.1 is used for this purpose. Since the remainder 
of the proof proceeds as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, the detailed verification 
is left to the reader. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let Ii(x), 1 6 i < N, denote the eigenvalues of the matrix 
(Q(X)). Suppose that there exist constants C,, C, >O and ~1, bE IR such 
that 
for large 1x1, 
and 
bi(x)=o(lx18) as IxJ+oo, l<igN. 
Suppose moreover that 
liminf lx12P’p(x)>0 
1x1 +‘22 
for some v 2 max{cr, /? + 1 }. Then, inequality (4.1) admits no positive entire 
solutions. Similarly, under these conditions, inequality (4.2) admits no 
entire solutions. To see why it suffices to note that we can take for r > r,, 
T(r) = C,(r” + @+I), D(r)=C,+C,rSf’p”, and m(r)=C,r”-* 
for suitable constants Ci > 0, 3 < i < 6. 
Now we shall present some corollaries which can be obtained from 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 
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COROLLARY 4.1. Let N B 3. Suppose that the operator L is uniformly 
elliptic in RN, and hi(x) = 0(1x1 -‘) as (xl + 00, 1 6 id N. 
0) rf 
lim inf (r2m(r))-11(U-‘) 
r + m 
(~~s[l-(~~~2]p*(s)ds)~‘=o (4.7) 
for some k > 2, then inequality (4.1) has no positive entire solutions. 
(ii) If 
s * sp*(s) ds = co ro 
and 
li~~~plog(r2m(r)) (1:s [I -(:)*‘I p,(s) ds)-‘>O 
for some k > 2, then inequality (4.2) has no entire solutions. 
Proof: Only (i) is considered. By our assumptions we can take 
W-1 = Cl, D(r) = n, 4(r) = C2 P*(r) 
for some appropriate constants n > 2, C,, C, > 0, and hence we have 
K(r) = Cjrldn 
for some constant C, > 0. On the other hand, when n > k, the inequality 
holds. From these observations it follows that (4.4) is implied by (4.7). This 
completes the proof. 
Our final result concerns the case that L is a perturbation of the 
two-dimensional Laplacian, namely, the inequalities 
Au + i bj(X) g 2 p(x)u”, XE!R2, 
r=, I 
and 
Au + i b;(x) g, 2 p(x)e”, x E R2. 
,= I I 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that there exists a continuous function 
b*: [0, 00) -+ [O, co) such that 
lb;(x)1 G b*(b), x E R2, i= 1, 2, 




b*(s) ds < m. 
0 
(i) lf 
lim inf (r2m(r))~1’(0-- ‘) 
r+cc 
(,:,sl~g($p,(s)ds)~‘=O; (4.10) 
then inequality (4.8) has no positive entire solutions. 
(ii) If 
lim suplog(r2m(r)) jr 1 g 
r+a 
( ros o (;).p.&)dr)--‘aO, 
then inequality (4.9) has no entire solutions. 
ProoJ: The proof is given only for (i). In this case we can take 
T(r) = Cl, D(r) = 2 + C*rb*(r), 4(r) = p,(r) 
for some suitable constants C,, C2 > 0. Therefore, we see that 
K(r)=rexp( -2logk)-exp( -C’zJ:Ob*(s)ds), 
which implies that 
C,r-’ <K(r)<CC,rpl, r > rQ 
for some C3, C., > 0. Hence, (4.10) implies (4.4), and the conclusion follows 
from Theorem 4.1 (i). 
The example below shows that our nonexistence criteria are sharp in 
some sense. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let N 2 3. Consider the elliptic equation 
Lu = Q(x) uO, XEW, (4.11) 
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where r~ > 1 and a&, bi, 4 are continuous in RN. Suppose that the limits 
Zti=lim,,,,, av(x) exist and the matrix (&) has positive eigenvalues. 
Suppose moreover that hi(x) = o( Ix/-‘) as 1x1 + co, 1 B i 6 N. 
If b(x) > 0 in RN and 
lnm-mf (xl ‘d(x) > 0, 
then Eq. (4.11) has no positive entire solutions. This follows immediately 
from Example 4.1. On the other hand, if av, b,, 4 are locally Holder 
continuous in RN and 
hy_surp Ix12 +& M(x)1 < 03 
for some E > 0, then Eq. (4.11) has a positive entire solution u(x) satisfying 
u(x) + CE (0, co) as 1x1 + cc. This follows from a result of Friedman 
[Z, Corollary 21. According to Friedman’s result there exist functions 
WOE C*(W) such that 
(-l)i 
Lwi=(l + I~I)~+E~ XERN, 
Wi(X) + IE (0, co) as (x( -+ co, i= 1,2, 
and 
0 < U’*(X) G 16 w,(x), XEIRN. 
Then, for sufficiently small u >O, the functions W,(X) and ctwZ(x) can 
be shown to become a supersolution and a subsolution of Eq. (4.11), 
respectively. Hence, the standard supersolution and subsolution method 
(see, for example, [7, Theorem 2.101) ensures the existence of a positive 
entire solution u(x) of (4.11) squeezed between co~i(x) and aw,(x). Clearly, 
U(X) tends to al as (xl + co. 
Final Remark. All the results of this paper are still true even if the 
positivity condition of p(x) is weakened to the condition that 
P(X) 3 0 in RN, and P(X) > 0 for large 1x1. 
The proofs are essentially the same. 
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